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TWS QCY T22 Crossky Link Headphones (black)
Discover  the  comfort  offered  by  QCY's  open  design  headphones.  Directional  audio  and  a  biomembrane  with  a  large  vibration  area
provide fantastic sound quality, while a dual ENC noise-canceling microphone is responsible for high-quality phone calls. The T22 offers
up to 10 hours of playback, and 10 minutes in the charging case will allow for another 3 hours of listening. The headphones feature an
IPX6 waterproof rating.
 
Open design with directional audio
The QCY T22 headphones will  open up a whole new dimension of musical experience for you. Thanks to the open design, they do not
cause unpleasant pressure -  instead of  in the ear canal,  you wear them in the ear cup. Such a solution provides unparalleled comfort
even  during  long  hours  of  use.  What's  more,  the  directional  audio  guarantees  precise  sound  transmission  directly  to  your  ear,  while
allowing you to stay in touch with outside sounds.
 
Tailored to your needs
Thanks  to  the  thoughtful  design,  you  can  use  the  headphones  under  any  circumstances!  The  lightweight  design  and  the  cable  that
connects the headphones runs to the back of your head, making them perfectly balanced, holding on better, so you can listen to music
freely even during the most dynamic workouts! What's more, the protection of the headphones is IPX6 and they are not afraid of drops of
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sweat or rain!
 
Amazing bass power
And what about the sound? Thanks to the enlarged diaphragm area, T22 Crossky Link provide even deeper, dynamic sound full of sonic
details.  But  that's  not  all!  The  headphones  are  equipped  with  an  additional  woofer  horn,  which  means  the  bass  will  give  you
goosebumps! Listen to your favorite tunes like never before!
 
Fast charging 
Your headphones will give you up to 10 hours of listening, while in standby mode they will last up to 6 days! What's more, if you realize
at the last minute that the T22s are discharged, you won't have to wait long for them to be ready for use! Just 10 minutes of charging
and you'll gain another 3 hours of musical experience.
 
Talk freely
With QCY, all  phone calls will  be clear! The headphones feature dual microphones with ENC noise cancellation. What this means. Your
interlocutor will hear your every word clearly, not the surrounding sounds. Talk freely even on a crowded bus!
 
A treat for gamers
If you play mobile games or watch movies on your phone, you'll love how low latency the T22 Crossky Link stands out. With a latency of
0.07 seconds, you'll be able to enjoy perfect audio and video synchronization.
 
Comfortable operation
The headphones were created with comfort in mind, which is why they are equipped with a touch panel that will allow you to manage
music  and calls.  All  you have to do is  tap the appropriate headphone.  The T22s also don't  require additional  steps when you want  to
connect them to the device of your choice - they're ready to go as soon as you turn them on! In addition, in the dedicated app you can
adjust the EQ values and personalize the performance of your headphones.
 
Included
Headphones
Charging cable
Manual
	Manufacturer
	QCY
	Model
	T22
	Color
	Black
	Pairing name
	QCY Crossky Link
	Compatibility
	iOS/ Android
	Range
	10 m
	Battery life
	approx. 8 hours (call mode); approx. 10 hours (playback)
	Bluetooth profile
	HFP/A2DP/AVRCP
	Waterproof
	IPX6
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	Dimensions of the handset
	55.5 x 36.7 mm

Preço:

€ 31.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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